PARENT CUE
Choose the format that works with your family:
Pick a few questions and ask casually during the week, Have a small group discussion at lunch, or Have a small group with your teen and their friends.
Take what your teens give you, don’t force it. Slowly create a culture of authentic conversation.

MATTHEW 5:6| June 6 | Week FOUR
RIGHTEOUSNESS

THE TEXT | Matthew 5:6; 4:2; John 19:28; Acts 3:14; 7:52; Acts 22:14; 1 John 2:1; Romans 3:10; 2 Cor 5:21;
Philippians 3:7-11; 1 Timothy 6:11; 2 Peter 3:13

PLAY |

WHAT ARE YOU HUNGRY FOR? | Give everyone 90 seconds to list (on paper or index card) their favorite food.
Then share each other’s list and see how many items you have in common.
Discussion Lead In: What do you think it means to be hungry for righteousness?

SHARE

| What smells make you really hungry?

DISCUSS |Read Matthew 5:6 and discuss:






What stands out to you?
What does it reveal about God?
What does this tell us about our nature?
What do you like/dislike about this verse?
What do you need to do about
this truth this week?

Use the above questions to discuss any of today’s Scriptures.

PRAY |
As a family, pray through Matthew 5:1-12,
asking God to create these realities in you.
God, help me be...a peacemaker, etc….

WHAT IS

RIGHTEOUSNESS?
RIGHTEOUSNESSIS…
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discuss the above realities using
the questions below:

Series Summary - Talk about what you’ve learned so far |



BLESSED = GOD’S FACE LOOKING MY WAY PLEASED
POUR = ANAWIM
MOURN =SEVERE GRIEF OVER OUR SIN THAT CAN NOT



BE HIDDEN

MEEK = STRENGTH UNDER CONTROL
Use these questions to rehash the topics...
 What do you think BLESSED means?
 How is Jesus changing the rules of being BLESSED?

WHO JESUS IS.
WHO I AM IN JESUS.
WHO I AM BECOMING.
WHAT JESUS IS RESTORING
TO THE WORLD.




What does this mean?
What makes this difficult to believe?
How do you see this as true?
How does this change what you
will do this week?

TALKITOVER
“to have found God and
to still pursue Him is the
soul’s paradox of love.”
- AW Tozer

PARENT CHECK |
As parents it is easy to find ourselves moving from one thing to another; putting one fire out after another, errand after errand. Stop and reflect on what drives you. What are you hungry for? This world has a lot of offerings to satisfy, but none deliver. Stop long enough this week to
allow Jesus to speak into your hunger pains.

